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Introduction 

A filesystem is the part of an operating system that handles the storage and access of data 

stored on disk through files and directories. Before cloud technology, filesystems were limited to 

local storage. Cloud technology made it possible for filesystems to be implemented on a remote 

server with advantages including data persistence and access from any computer connected to 

the internet [2]. The Cloud filesystems follow the traditional communication between a server 

and clients. A centralized server houses the data and multiple clients request access to the data. 

The server processes the requests based on priority algorithms [2]. Though a great innovation, 

cloud filesystems lack in a few aspects. First, a centralized storage of data poses a risk for loss of 

data. If the data is stored on only one server, such as might be the ask in a small company, the 

data security is completely limited to that single server. Second, centralized servers are cost 

prohibitive because to scale the amount of data that can be stored requires investing in more 

powerful or more servers [2].  

 In this project we implement a filesystem called Peer 2 Peer filesystem. P2P 

filesystem allows users to access data from any computer connected to internet, is less cost 

prohibitive and is more robust in terms of data persistence than traditional server to client 

filesystems. P2P filesystem uses a distributed structure and an interlocking group of computers to 

share the data. The data is accessible from any computer in the interlocked group but is not 

stored centrally on any one computer. Instead, the data is distributed across all the computers. 

This limits costs of data storage. P2P filesystem also has less loss of data risk. P2P filesystem 

will only lose data if every single computer in the connected group leaves the group. This is 

more secure than relying on a single point of access. P2P filesystem uses the popular open source 

projects OpenDHT (Open Distributed Hash Table) [3] and FUSE (Filesystem User Space) [4]. 
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OpenDHT is used to connect a group of computers via internet. FUSE is used to access the disk 

storage.   

The remainder of this section describes the organization of this paper. First, background 

of relevant technology is given. Second, methodology and implementation for P2P filesystem is 

detailed. Third, results for functionality and scalability are presented. Lastly, a conclusion and 

future work are detailed. 

Background 

• Hashtables 

A hashtable is a storage data structure that maps keys to values. The key is mapped to a finite 

but very large set of possibilities through a hash function. A hashtable works by first specifying a 

key and value pair. The key is processed through a hash function that transforms the key. Once 

the hash is complete, the key is mapped to the value. If two keys have the same hash, the values 

are appended using a list like structure. When a key is accessed that has a list with more than 1 

entry, the hash table uses collision resolving algorithms to determine what value maps to each 

key [5]. Figure 1 shows an example of a hash table. Hashtables are known primarily for their fast 

look up time. The look up does depend on the exact collision resolving algorithm used and the 

hash function. However, for a good hash function and collision resolving algorithm the look up 

time is constant with O(1) [5]. Meaning that the time to look up a value does not depend on the 

size of the hashtable or the size of the input. This is much better than list like structures such as 

arrays that have a look-up time of O(n) and tree structures that have O(log(n)) [5]. 
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Figure 1 
• Open Distributed Hashtable (OpenDHT) 

The distributed nature of our P2P filesystem requires that we implement a way to distribute 

data over internet. The task is best implemented using the popular framework Open Distributed 

Hashtable (OpenDHT). OpenDHT provides an Application Program Interface (API). OpenDHT 

represents connected computers as nodes. Each node connected node has access to all other 

connected nodes in a group [3]. 

 OpenDHT implements startup using a bootstrap node. The bootstrap node is used to 

initialize access to a group. The first member of a group of connected nodes must know the 

public IP of the bootstrap node. Upon approval, the node will be given access to the group. 

Following nodes can enter the group of nodes by requesting access through any node that is 

already a member of the group [3].  

  The group of nodes are connected through a hashtable. Each node in the group of nodes 

has access to the hashtable. A node may use the OpenDHT API to add a key-value pair to the 
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hashtable. All other nodes in the group of nodes will then have access to that value if they know 

the key [3]. 

 OpenDHT connects the different nodes using an exponential mathematical function that 

determines what are connected in the group [3]. In Figure 2, the exponential function is 

illustrated. S, A, B, and R are machines. Each filled gray ball in the figure is a machine 

represented as a node in the group of nodes which is represented as a semi-cricle. S does not 

connect to all the nodes in the group of nodes. This is because the group of nodes would be 

unscalable as the number of connections would increase exponentially with the size of the group. 

Instead, S connects to a subset of the nodes in the group of nodes. In this case, A, B, and R. 

 The OpenDHT API uses 2 main functions to implement the distributed hashtable: PUT 

and GET. PUT adds a key-value pair to the hashtable. Once a PUT operation is called, the key is 

added to the hashtable and the value is mapped to the key [3]. To use the GET function, a node 

must request the value using a key. If the node that put the key-value pair into the hashtable is 

directly connected to the requesting node, the node that holds the value will send the value [3].  

However, if the requesting node is not connected to the node that holds the value, the requesting 

node will send a request to the furthest node that it can reach. The process then repeats and 

eventually the value that is sought after is retrieved and sent back through the same pathway of 

nodes that connected the requesting node to the holding node [3].   
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Figure 2 
 

• Filesystem User Space (FUSE) 

Programs running in Linux have different permissions. The permissions decide what data and 

resources the program can manipulate and read. A program with low permissions may have 

limited access and can thus only operate under certain constraints. For example, a popular 

constraint that many developers face is that a program may be limited in the amount of RAM it 

can use. Some Linux configurations kill a program with low permission if it takes more than 

1GB of RAM. On the opposite side, some programs have high permission such as programs that 

run security updates and need access to sensitive parts of the operating systems [1], [6].  

 Linux can be broken down into 2 major regions, the kernel space and the user space. The 

kernel space is more sensitive than the user space because it can manipulate and access sensitive 

data such as files. The kernel essentially has an interface for the user space. The interface lets the 

user space request operations from a set of predefined functions [6]. For instance, one predefined 

function is to read a file. This is a high permission instruction and must be done through the 

kernel. The user program must request the kernel to open the file and return the content [6]. 
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Usually filesystems are developed in the kernel. However, programming in the kernel is much 

more difficult than programming in user space [1]. The permission levels can be summarized in 

Figure 3. The kernel has the highest permission levels and interacts with the hardware. At the 

highest level are the applications which reside in the user space.  

FUSE works in 2 parts. The first part resides in the kernel space and is called libfuse. The 

second part resides in the user space and interacts with the part in the kernel space. The user 

space library allows a user program to create a filesystem using in user space. In this way, the 

developer can use FUSE to develop a filesystem in the user space. There are some security 

implications to this method though. For more information on FUSE please see [7]–[9] 

 

 

Figure 3 

• Extern C Header Definition  
 
FUSE is written in C. OpenDHT is written in C++. Unfortunately, it is not possible to 

integrate C and C++ code without modifications. The reason is that C and C++ use different 

compilers. When C++ is translated to assembly language by the compiler, the function is 
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mangled for classes. However, C does not include classes and thus the functions are not mangled 

in the assembly code [10]. The solution to integrating C and C++ code comes from an old header 

definition developed in the early days of C++ called Extern C [10]. Extern C is placed into the C 

code and essentially tells the compiler to mangle the function definitions [10]. We used the 

Extern C header definition to compile our C code in a C++ compiler.  

 

 

 

 

Methods 
 
• Overview 

P2P distributed filesystem relies on a few key implementation decisions. First, we create 

special keys for files and directories in the shared hashtable. The special keys contain the names 

of the files or directories that are in the shared table. For example, when a node makes a file, the 

name of that file will be pushed to the end of the special key that holds the list of files. Further, 

the name of the file will be used in a separate key-value pair. The key is the filename or path and 

the value will be the content. Thus, when a new file is made there will be two updates to the 

table. The first is the update to the special key that contains the list of files that are in the table. 

The second is a new entry into the table that contains the contents of the file. For directories, 

there will only be a push to the key that maps to the list of directories. 

 Second, representation of files in local computers is done using empty files. Periodically, 

P2P filesystem will check if there is an update in the special key for files. If there is, P2P 

filesystem will update the local files in the computer. The new files are stored as empty files. The 
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empty files are references that the GET function can use as the key for the shared table. 

Representing files as empty references uses minimal storage by allowing access to files in the 

table without storage locally.  

 The last key decisions deal with the Write and Read file operations. The read and write 

functions have already been explained above briefly. Upon a write of a file we add an extra step 

of writing to 2 keys in the shared table. The first is the special key containing the list of files. The 

second is the key that holds the contents of the file. In the read function, the name of the file is 

used as the key. Then, the key is used to access the shared table and the retrieve the contents of 

the file. After the contents are retrieved, the file contents are pushed to the display buffer. 

• Using Empty Files as References 

 OpenDHT creates a shared table among the group of nodes. A major obstacle how to tell 

the group of nodes when one node makes a new file or directory. The answer is to create 2 keys 

that all nodes know are available. One key is a special key that holds the list of files. The second 

key is the list of directories. When a node makes a new directory, the list of directories in the 

special key is updated. The same is true when a new file is created. However, we still cannot 

communicate to other nodes when a change is made. To solve this, we create a timer that 

periodically checks for updates on the 2 special keys. When the timer detects a new file, an 

empty file is made locally with the same path and name as the new file in the special key. The 

same is done for a new directory except an empty directory is made instead of an empty file. 

• Write and PUT 

OpenDHT provides an API function called PUT which takes a key-value pair and adds it to 

the shared table. We modify the FUSE Write function to use the OpenDHT PUT function. Upon 
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the close of a modified file P2P filesystem performs 2 operations in OpenDHT. First, the name 

of the file is added to the special key for the list of files. Second, the contents of the file are 

added to the shared table with the relative path as the key.  

The write function is arguably the most important part of P2P filesystem. This is where we 

start providing OpenDHT with the necessary information it requires to create a distributed 

shared table. Normally, this is where you the filesystem would use the pwrite() system call. 

However, because we are making a distributed filesystem, we removed the function entirely. 

Instead of putting the content in the pwrite() buffer, P2P filesystem puts it in the distributed 

hashtable.  

There are no local files. While it may appear that the file is on your computer, the content 

inside of each file is waiting to be retrieved on read. One unforeseen issue was the 

occurrence of Swap Files when using text editors like VIM. Our solution was to implement a 

watchdog to ignore the .swp file type before sending content to the distributed hash table.  

OpenDHT may have the ability to retrieve data from a specific key, in our case the path 

name, but it doesn’t know the order of the content to be retrieved. This means that if we 

made several modifications to a file then OpenDHT may retrieve an earlier version of a file’s 

content. To fix this, we append a timestamp to the content buffer. Figure 4 shows graphically 

the PUT and Write operations.  
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Figure 4 
 

 

 

 

• Read and GET 

Reading a file is implemented using the GET function of the OpenDHT API. The GET 

function is called to read a file. Because the file is already present as an empty file, the GET 

function already has the key. Once the contents are retrieved, the contents are populated in the 

display buffer. When the file is closed again, the file remains empty. This allows for access to 

any file without any storage increase locally. This is the key to the distributed nature of P2P 

filesystem. The files are stored in a distributed way across all the nodes with the nodes that 

created the files being the ones that store them locally. All other nodes have access to but do not 
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store those files. Thus, the more nodes that are in the shared group of nodes, the larger the 

storage capacity.  

Further, the GET function will get the most recent version of the file. This allows other nodes 

to modify the files and then the modified files can be accessed by any other node. This is done 

using the timestamp mentioned in the previous section on Write and Put. We modify the Read 

function and use the GET function to populate a vector of the file versions. Then, the file 

versions are ordered according to the timestamp. Lastly, the most recent version of the file is 

retrieved. In short, the Read function uses the path of the file to search the hashtable for its 

associated content. The content is then retrieved as a vector ordered by the timestamp. 

 

 

 
• Get Attribute 

Get Attribute is a standard function in FUSE. The OS calls the Get Attribute function to 

retrieve information about a file or directory. For instance, important details about the owner, 
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group and permission bits of the object. Get Attribute does this by populating a class called stat. 

Figure 5 shows the information that Get Attribute populates. 

 

Figure 5 
 

Get Attribute is a fundamental operation for many other operations in FUSE. It is one of the most 

called functions in P2P filesystem. This makes Get Attribute a prime candidate to implement our 

timer for checking for new files and directories.  

 Figure 6 displays Get Attribute graphically. When it is called, it will populate the stat 

class. In addition, it will send a request to the shared table to return the list of files and list of 

directories from the special keys. If a new file is found, a local empty file is created with the 

same name and path as the new file found in the shared table. If a new directory is found, a new 

local directory is made with the same name path as the new directory found in the shared table.  
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Figure 6 
 

 

 

 

• MakeDirectory 

The Make Directory function is responsible for creating directories. We modify the FUSE 

Make Directory to send the path to the shared table. To make a directory locally we use the 

mkdir() system call for Linux. When a new directory is made using the Make Directory function 

in FUSE, we call the PUT function in the OpenDHT API on the special key for the list of 

directories. Figure 7 illustrates Make Directory graphically.  
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Figure 7 
 
Results 

We test P2P filesystem in two sets. The first set uses only several nodes in a group. The 

second set uses a large public group with thousands of nodes [11]. We first define essential 

operations. We test each operation using a binary Pass/Fail metric. We run 10 tests and if all test 

pass then we mark the operation as passed. The computation time is taken as the median of the 

10 runs for each operation. We use the median for robustness against outliers from variability in 

internet connectivity across regions and time. The results show that P2P filesystem has good 

functionality with small computation time using a small group of nodes. Scalability test results 

show that P2P filesystem still functions correctly but has a significantly higher computation time 

as the number of nodes in the group increases. This is expected as the exponential function used 

to connect the nodes creates more edges as more nodes enter. Our results are shown in Table 1 

and Table 2. 
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Table 1 Small Group of Nodes 

Name Description Pass/Fail Time (median of 10) 

CreateFileRoot Create a file in the root 
directory 

Pass 16us 

CreateDirRoot Create a directory in 
the root directory 

Pass 18us 

ReadFileRoot Read a file in the root 
directory 

Pass 23us 

WriteFileRoot Write to a file in the 
root directory 

Pass 15us 

OverwriteFileRoot Write to a file in the 
root directory that has 
been written to 
previously 

Pass 16us 

OverwriteReadFileRoot Read a file in the root 
directory that has been 
written to previously 

Pass 19us 

CreateFileSubDir Create a file in a 
subdirectory 

Pass 17us 

CreateSubDir Create a subdirectory  Pass 18us 
ReadFileSubdir Read a file in a 

subdirectory 
Pass 22us 

WriteFileSubDir Write to a file in a 
subdirectory 

Pass 15us 

OverwriteFileSubdir Write to a file in a 
subdirectory that has 
been written to 
previously 

Pass 16us 

OverwriteReadFileSubdir Read a file in a 
subdirectory that has 
been written to 
previously 

Pass 14us 

CreateFileDeepSubDir 
(5 subdirectories deep) 

Create a file in a deep 
subdirectory 

Pass 19us 

CreateDeepSubDir Create a deep 
subdirectory  

Pass 23us 

ReadFileDeepSubdir Read a file in a deep 
subdirectory  

Pass 26us 

WriteFileDeepSubDir Write to a file in a deep 
subdirectory 

Pass 19us 

OverwriteFileDeepSubdir Write to a file in a deep 
subdirectory that has 
been written to 
previously  

Pass 16us 

OverwriteReadFileDeepSubdir Read a file in a deep 
subdirectory that has 
been written to 
previously  

Pass 15us 
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Table 2 Large Group of Nodes 

Name Description Pass/Fail Time (median of 10) 

CreateFileRoot Create a file in the root 
directory 

Pass 13s 

CreateDirRoot Create a directory in 
the root directory 

Pass 14.2s 

ReadFileRoot Read a file in the root 
directory 

Pass 15.2s 

WriteFileRoot Write to a file in the 
root directory 

Pass 10.0s 

OverwriteFileRoot Write to a file in the 
root directory that has 
been written to 
previously 

Pass 9.4s 

OverwriteReadFileRoot Read a file in the root 
directory that has been 
written to previously 

Pass 10.3s 

CreateFileSubDir Create a file in a 
subdirectory 

Pass 10.2s 

CreateSubDir Create a subdirectory  Pass 18.5s 
ReadFileSubdir Read a file in a 

subdirectory 
Pass 12s 

WriteFileSubDir Write to a file in a 
subdirectory 

Pass 12.1us 

OverwriteFileSubdir Write to a file in a 
subdirectory that has 
been written to 
previously 

Pass 13s 

OverwriteReadFileSubdir Read a file in a 
subdirectory that has 
been written to 
previously 

Pass 12.1s 

CreateFileDeepSubDir 
(5 subdirectories deep) 

Create a file in a deep 
subdirectory 

Pass 15s 

CreateDeepSubDir Create a deep 
subdirectory  

Pass 16.3s 

ReadFileDeepSubdir Read a file in a deep 
subdirectory  

Pass 17.5s 

WriteFileDeepSubDir Write to a file in a deep 
subdirectory 

Pass 9s 

OverwriteFileDeepSubdir Write to a file in a deep 
subdirectory that has 
been written to 
previously  

Pass 9.3s 

OverwriteReadFileDeepSubdir Read a file in a deep 
subdirectory that has 
been written to 
previously  

Pass 12.3s 
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Conclusion 

P2P filesystem is a distributed filesystem that can be accessed via internet. We implement 

P2P filesystem on a Linux OS using FUSE, OpenDHT and the Extern C header definition. Our 

implementation relies on a few key design models. First, files are stored locally as empty files. 

They act as references to files in the distributed shared hashtable. This allows very low local 

storage requirements.  

The write function is implemented using the OpenDHT PUT function. A list of files and 

a list of directories is stored in the shared table using special predefined keys. On a write or file 

creation, the content of the file is added to the table with the relative path as the key. If the file is 

a new file, the filename is added to the special key containing the list of files. The process is 

similar for directories. 

The read function is implemented using the OpenDHT GET function. Upon a read, the 

file contents are retrieved by calling GET. Once the most recent version of the file content is 

retrieved, the content is pushed to the display buffer. A file that is read remains empty locally 

after the file is closed.  

GetAttribute is fundamental to retrieving information about a file. It populates a stat class 

with information about a file or directory. We choose to check for new files and directories in the 

shared table in Get Attribute because it is run frequently in P2P filesystem.  

We test P2P filesystem using a set of operations on 2 sets. The first set is a small group of 

nodes. The second is a large public group with thousands of nodes. Our results show that P2P 

filesystem performs correctly for a small and large group of nodes. Our results indicate that P2P 

filesystem may encounter computation time issues as the number of nodes becomes larger but 

the functionality is still preserved. 
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